
Blog presentation ‘21 Student showed mastery of 
this competency 2

Student showed clear 
evidence of this competency1.5

Student showed some 
evidence of this competency1

Student showed little 
evidence of this competency0.5

Student was absent/ 
Competency not assessed 0

Visuals
Presentation was 
accompanied by multimedia 
contents

10%

Pronunciation

10%
Tech Vocab
Blogging and presentation 
vocabulary 10%

Grammar/Syntax
Linguistic correctness

10%

Voice
Fluidity, tone, speed

10%

Pedagogy
How was the 
message conveyed?

10%

Freedom from notes
Independence from 
written support

10%

Body language
Attitude

10%

Timing
Length of presentation

10%
Enthusiasm/dynamics
Have you convinced the 
audience to check your blog?10%

Excellent visual contents to 
support the oral presentation.

Good visual contents with a 
fair amount of text and 
graphics to support the oral 
presentation.

Average visual contents with a 
fair amount of text and 
graphics to support the oral 
presentation.

The candidate provided poor/
short visual support, or it had 
too much text written on it.

No visual support. The video 
shows the candidate speaking 
in front of the camera.

Native/Near-native phonology 
and intonation.

Good phonology and 
intonation, free from mother 
language interference. Few 
errors.

Phonology and intonation 
influenced by mother tongue, 
but very understandable. 
Some errors.

Phonology and intonation are 
completely interfered by 
mother tongue. Numerous 
errors

Very difficult to understand.

Excellent use of technical 
vocabulary.

Good use of technical 
vocabulary.

Correct use of some technical 
vocabulary.

Basic words or incorrect 
pronunciation or use of 
technical vocabulary.

No use of technical 
vocabulary.

Excellent control of language 
features. Uses a wide range of 
well-chosen vocabulary, and 
accurate and varied 
grammatical structures

Good language control. Good 
range of relatively well-chosen 
vocabulary. Minor problems in 
usage do not distort meaning 
or inhibit communication

Adequate language control. 
Vocabulary range is a bit 
lacking or some grammatical 
errors that do not obscure 
meaning. Little variety in 
structures

Weak language control. 
Vocabulary used does not 
always match the task.

Numerous errors and use of 
simple structures.

Perfectly fluid presentation, 
with a lively pace in a perfect 
tone.

Fluid presentation, correct 
rhythm and tone.

Some hesitations that make 
the presentation longer than 
needed.

Too many breaks and 
errr...errr.

Monotonous presentation in a 
low voice or with too many 
hesitations.

The message was very clear 
and entertaining. The 
audience enjoyed your talk 
and learnt something new.

The message was clear and 
followed a structured plan.

The message was more or less 
clear, but the speech needs 
some improving.

The message was dull and/or 
not very organised.

The message was not clear. 
Explanation was difficult to 
understand.

Hands-free speech, no use of 
any kind of notes.

Notes/screen used as a guide 
but not read.

Read text fragments from 
notes/screen.

Mostly reading from 
notes/screen

Student read everything from 
notes/screen. Awkward body 
language and no eye contact 
with camera.

Active, engaging, good use of 
hands, walking, attentive to 
team mates.

Comfortable, pleasant, very 
good to watch.

Correct, but lacking to engage 
with the camera. Needs to 
improve on eye contact/ use 
of hands/ posture.

Too nervous/ stiff/ lacking eye 
contact/ no use of hands

Careless/rude manners. Arms 
crossed/ leaning against wall/ 
sitting on desk /checking 
phone.

Very good timing. The 
presentation lasted between 3 
and 5 minutes.

Slightly long.
The presentation lasted more 
than 5 minutes.

Short. The presentation lasted 
between 2 and 3 minutes.

Very short. The presentation 
lasted between 1 and 2 
minutes.

Extremely short. The 
presentation lasted less than 1 
minute, or it was over 6 
minutes due to stops.

You showed so much passion 
that people will be eager to 
read your blog every week.

You have raised some 
curiosity among the audience. 
They will surely have a look at 
your blog.

You more or less tried, but 
people are not rushing to read 
your stories.

Lack of passion for your work. 
Don't expect much more from 
your audience.

It seemed as if you did not 
want to be there at all. 
Nobody will be curious to 
read your blog.
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